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Foreword

WELCOME TO THE 2021/2022 Gender Equality Report 406
Days – It’s About Time, part of the Swedish Film Institute’s
ongoing closer look at film and gender equality. The Film
Institute has a unique and cohesive remit to facilitate more film
experiences. One of the seven film policy goals reads, “Gender
equality and diversity are hallmarks in the area of film”. We are
convinced that more knowledge is needed, both within the Film
Institute and in the industry as a whole, if this goal is to be
achieved.
FILM INSPIRES, ENTERTAINS and provokes. Film broadens

perspectives, and has a quite unique power to reach out to many
people and make an impact. In this report, we look more
closely at the time aspect in the making of a film. Time is a
dimension not previously considered in the Swedish Film
Institute’s gender equality reports. It transpires that it takes
considerably longer for female filmmakers to get feature-length
fiction films made, and this has an impact on which films
audiences get to see every year. This is not ‘only’ a matter of
fairness, but also of quality. The many and varied narratives of
film prompt discussions and insights. Topical subjects might
not be quite as topical as the years go by. And perhaps the
audience loses out on a relevant narrative, exactly when it is
most relevant.

”This report is one piece in revealing the
structures that are in play when a film is
made. Knowledge can help everybody to
challenge old truths.”

THE IDEA THAT time is money is nothing new. This report
shows that female filmmakers are stuck for longer in the phases
of filmmaking that are particularly financially vulnerable. The
report also shows that male filmmakers submit applications for
new film projects to a greater extent, and that women drop off
during the process to a greater extent. This report is one piece
in revealing the structures that are in play when a film is made.
Knowledge can help everybody to challenge old truths. We
hope that this report will go some way towards doing that, and
that together with players in the sector we can work for change
in the film industry.

Josefin Schröder
Strategic Analyst
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Introduction

THE SWEDISH FILM INSTITUTE has long been working for
gender equality in the film industry. Gender equality and
diversity comprise one of seven film policy goals that guide the
Swedish Film Institute’s assignment and operations. Since
2000, statistics are kept on the percentage of films that have a
woman in the key roles of director, screenwriter and producer,
and the Swedish Film Institute published its first Gender
Equality Report in 2017. This year’s report, entitled 406 Days
– It’s About Time, looks at time aspects involved in the process
of making a film, and how the process differs between female
and male filmmakers.
THE FILM INSTITUTE works to strengthen Swedish film by
supporting everything from the development and production of
new films to the preservation and accessibility of film to the
public. The Swedish Film Institute’s activities are based on the
national film policy, established by the Swedish Government.
The vision is ”Swedish Film shall have high quality and display
such a diversity of stories that it concerns everyone. Swedish
Film shall be an obvious and accessible choice for the audience
throughout the nation as well as internationally appealing.”
(2015/16:132).

PART OF THIS work is in the starting principle that gender
equality and diversity should define the area of film. This
report is part of the ongoing gender equality endeavour
that aims to increase knowledge in the field of gender
equality issues, and to highlight areas that require particular
attention.
THE FILM INSTITUTE’S first report, Looking Back and
Moving Forward (2017), was a historical look back at the
role of women in the Swedish film industry, and at the
Institute’s work – initiatives taken and results achieved
– in the field of gender equality. 2018 saw the release of the
next report, The Money Issue, which looked at the financial
conditions for men and women in the film industry. Last
year’s report, Which Women? (2019/2020), was an interview
study that examined the conditions of racialised and older
women in the Swedish film and television industry.

WHICH
WO
MEN?
Gender Equality Report 2019/2020

The Swedish Film Institute
PO Box 271 26
SE-102 52 Stockholm , Sweden
Phone +46-8-665 11 00
filminstitutet.se
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Percentage of women by key position for Swedish
feature-length fiction films released 2016–2020
53%
50%
2016

37%

36%

2018
2019
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2017

29% 30%

28% 27%

27%

2020

25%
20%

Director

Screenwriter

Producer

Percentage of women by key position for Swedish
feature-length documentary films released 2016–2020
2016
2017
2018
2019

50%

48%

46%

43%

43%

40%

38%

37%

40%

2020

THE MINISTRY OF CULTURE’S investigation Vägval för

filmen (Choosing a Path for Film) (SOU 2009:73) states
that the under-representation of female filmmakers in film
production is a problem, and that neither commercial nor
artistic conformity in the industry is good for the development
of film. “Film audiences are made up of women and men who
have the right to expect a greater diversity of narratives and
perspectives.” By working to ensure that more women take on
the key positions of director, screenwriter and producer, it is
hoped that the Swedish Government’s film policy will contribute
to both an increase in the diversity of narratives and better
working conditions for women in the industry as a whole.
Statistics show that although great improvements have been
made in the film sphere, men are overwhelmingly the filmmakers
behind the titles released.

32%
26%

23%

Director

36%

35%
32%

Screenwriter

Producer

MEN ALSO GET to make films with higher budgets than

women, as was highlighted in the Swedish Film Institute’s
2018 Gender Equality Report, The Money Issue. The report
showed that women in key positions have access to considerably
lower budgets than men, and that the percentage of women in
key positions decreases as budgets increase. Several of the
respondents in the Film Institute’s report entitled Which
Women? (2019/2020) said that part of the problem is that
projects made by women are generally considered a higher
financial risk, and that this therefore reduces the willingness
to finance projects with higher budgets.
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”The connection between gender, risk assessment
and willingness to finance has been studied closely
in the venture capital sector, an industry which, like
film, shows great inequalities in access to capital
when comparing men and women.”

THE FILM INSTITUTE’S report The Money Issue (2018) also
showed that there was a marked difference between the funding
via private equity for films with male versus female directors.
For films with an average budget of SEK 26 million, private
equity (e.g. private contributions, PE/venture capital companies
etc.) equated to an average of SEK 1.5 million more for films
with a male director.
The connection between gender, risk assessment and
willingness to finance has been studied closely in the venture
capital sector, an industry which, like film, shows great
inequalities in access to capital when comparing men and
women. Relatively new research in this field shows that
inequalities in access to venture capital between male and
female entrepreneurs can largely be explained by the questions
that investors pose to entrepreneurs in the pitch meeting (Kanze
et al., 2018)1.
STUDIES HAVE SHOWN that investors tend to ask male

entrepreneurs promotion-focused questions, i.e. ones that
focus on opportunities, achievements and development.
Female entrepreneurs are more often asked prevention-focused
questions, i.e. ones that focus on potential pitfalls, risks and
how they will be prevented. These questions produce different
answers, which affect how the entrepreneurs’ projects are
perceived. Investors more often tend to reward growth and
success above security and stability, and this favours the
entrepreneurs who answer promotion-focused questions and
they are more often men. According to Kanze, this is the reason
behind the gender gap in entrepreneurs’ access to capital. If
this is applied to the film industry, the difference in financing
could be down to female and male filmmakers meeting different
kinds of logic when applying for funding. Promotion-focused
questions in film would be the ones that focus on a film’s
potential – questions about artistic vision, end results, the
intended target groups, forecasts for audience numbers and box
office. Questions that focus on avoiding pitfalls might, in the
film industry, relate to whether the film can generate high
enough box office, whether the production costs will be covered,
its likelihood of success in the competitive environment, the
ability to secure sufficiently well-known actors and so on.
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IN THIS REPORT, however, the primary focus is not on film
funding, but on the process involved when making a film. That
being said, the analysis does reveal links between production
time and a film’s funding. The main aim is to examine whether
there are differences between women and men in the time taken
for the various stages.
THE TENDENCY THAT it takes longer for women to achieve
certain things in various arenas in society is not unique to the
film industry. Research has long been conducted in the academic
world, for instance, attempting to explain similar phenomena,
i.e. why career paths in academia are so different for women
than for men. Although women have been more involved in the
academic and research spheres in the past 30 years, men still
dominate in top positions. A 2011 study shows that it takes at
least 12 years to become a professor in Sweden, and that men
have been employed as professors to a greater extent than
women.2 In Sweden, three-quarters of all professors are men,
and development towards a more balanced gender distribution
is slow, and in some respects even stagnant (Anving & Solberg).3
TIME IS A dimension not previously considered in the Swedish

Film Institute’s reports, although the issue has been raised in
different contexts, the thesis being that it takes longer for
women to have their film projects finalised. If it does generally
take longer for women to make film, it would affect the
composition of films that reach an audience each year. This
means that the time dimension could be one of the explanations
to the unequal gender distribution we see on key position for
the films released.

1

Kanze, D., Huang, L., Conley, M., Higgins, E.T. “We Ask Men to Win & Women
Not to Lose: Closing the Gender Gap in Startup Funding.” Academy of
Management Journal, vol. 61, no. 2, 2018, pp. 586–614.

2

National Agency for Higher Education, Forskarkarriär för både kvinnor och män?
Statistisk uppföljning och kunskapsöversikt (Research career for men and
women alike? Statistical follow-up and knowledge overview) Stockholm 2011
(retrieved 8 October 2021) Forskarkarriär för både kvinnor och män? – statistisk
uppföljning och kunskapsöversikt (uka.se)

3

Anving, Therese & Selberg, Rebecca, Att komma tillrätta med könsobalans i
akademin: vad kan Lunds Universitet göra? (Solving the gender imbalance in
academia: what can Lund University do?) Lund University, Lund (retrieved 8
October 2021)

Methodology and
selection

THIS REPORT IS primarily based on quantitative analyses of
the Swedish Film Institute’s own data. To obtain as comprehensive
an idea as possible of the process of making a film, the report is
divided into two main parts, which are based on two different
perspectives. The first part, The Film’s Journey, looks at how
finished films have come about.
The analysis is based on the data available at the Film
Institute, and is therefore limited to the films that have been
awarded funding by the Film Institute. The point of departure
is to look at the films that have been released in the past five
years, and then to look back by analysing what the process was
like for them, from initial development funding to finished film.
73 percent of the 237 Swedish feature-length films released
during the measurement period have been awarded production
funding by the Swedish Film Institute. Inclusion in the selection
for the first part presupposes that the film has been granted both
development funding and production funding by the Swedish
Film Institute, as this enables us to monitor the film over time.
This results in a selection of 139 films.
THE SECOND PART of the report is entitled Drop-off Along

the Way, and looks at what the process is like for films that drop
off, from initial application for a new film to the première for
the film projects that are carried through to completion. In this
second section our point of departure is films that applied for
development funding for the first time between 2016 and 2017,
and we then follow the film projects to see where and when
they drop off.

THE SWEDISH FILM INSTITUTE’S previous Gender Equality

Report, Which Women? (2019/2020), highlighted the importance
of approaching gender equality work from an intersectional
perspective. Women are not a homogeneous group, and
combating discrimination requires considering all grounds for
discrimination, since they interact and can reinforce each other.
At present, the Film Institute is unable to break down the
statistics on which this report is based to anything other than
gender. It is therefore important to bear in mind that there may
be layers of discrimination that this report does not consider. In
classifying filmmakers, the report only distinguishes between
men and women, along with various constellations of several
people.4

73%
73 percent of the 237 Swedish feature-length films released
during the measurement period have been awarded
production funding by the Swedish Film Institute.
4

The Film Institute is well aware that not everyone identifies with these binary
gender norms, and from 2018 it is now possible to enter ‘Other’ as gender in
the application procedure, as well as Man or Woman.
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A Film’s
Journey
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THE TIME IT takes for an individual film to be completed has

an impact on the composition of which films are released every
year. In this chapter, we look at the time it took to complete the
films that have been released in recent years. The selection is
delimited to the films that applied for funding from the Swedish
Film Institute. Thanks to access to detailed data, the Film
Institute has a unique opportunity to monitor these films’
journeys, from first development funding to finished film.

THE SWEDISH FILM INSTITUTE awards two main types of
funding when it comes to the production of feature film.
Development funding generally comes first in the Film
Institute’s part of the film process. The aim of the funding is to
strengthen Swedish film by giving producers, directors and
screenwriters an opportunity to develop a film project up to the
point of production. The funding is open to professionally
active Swedish screenwriters, directors and producers working
in film, television or equivalent according to current guidelines.
Development funding can be applied for in several stages, be it
idea, script or project development.
THE PRODUCTION FUNDING awarded by the Swedish Film

Institute may either be by a Film Commissioner (commissioner
funding) or by an appraisal committee (market funding). For
the projects that have been awarded development funding by a
Film Commissioner, funding is applied for when the producer
and the commissioner have jointly decided that the project is
ready for a decision on production funding. The aim of the
funding is to use Swedish film production as a means to bring
about a broad repertoire of attractive, high-quality Swedish film
in all genres, that are of relevance for the audience. Established
Swedish producers can apply for this production funding. For
feature-length fiction film, established producer refers to a
producer that has produced at least two feature films, or one
feature film and one drama series. Established documentary
producer refers to a producer that has produced at least two
well-executed, artistically interesting documentary films or
equivalent.

ON AVERAGE, IT takes 1,243 days for a feature-length fiction

film to be completed, from first development funding to actual
release – that’s just about three years and five months. The
corresponding time for a documentary film is 1,435 days, or
three years and eleven months. The following analysis looks
at the difference between men and women with regard to how
long it takes to make a film. The results reveal a significant
difference between the genders, and also a difference between
feature-length fiction film and documentary film.

About the selection
The selection in this chapter comprises feature-length
Swedish fiction film and documentary film released in
2016–2020 or the first half of 2021, that have been granted
production funding by the Swedish Film Institute. The
pandemic has impacted on releases in 2020 and 2021, but
this is not deemed to affect the results since we have not
noticed any significant difference between the genders
relating to this aspect. Both films that have been granted
production funding by the Swedish Film Institute’s Film
Commissioners and as market funding are included. Films
that were not granted development funding have been
disregarded, as the chapter looks at films from first
development funding to the film’s release. The selection
comprises 73 films for fiction film and 66 films for documentary.
The films have been classified as either Man, Woman or
Equal, in the key positions of Director, Screenwriter or
Producer. ‘Man’ and ‘Woman’ mean that this gender was in
the overwhelming majority in the project; for instance, a
project with two men and one woman in a key position is
categorized as Man. ‘Equal’ refers to an equal gender
distribution of men and women in the same key position, e.g.
one man and one woman in a producer team. Some of the
charts exclude Equal, mainly because only very few films
ended up in this categorisation for certain key positions.
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Total time (no. of days) for a Swedish feature-length
fiction film to be completed
1 551
Woman
Man

1 330

1 299

Equal

1 192

* Since there is only one film with an
equal gender distribution in the
category ”director”, that information
is excluded from this chart.

1 276

1 288

1 146

1 145

n/a*

Director

Screenwriter

Producer

Feature-length
fiction film
IT GENERALLY TAKES longer for films with women in key

positions to be completed. This is particularly evident for film
projects with female screenwriters. For these it takes 406 days
longer on average than projects with men from first development
funding to actual release. This means that it takes an average of
four years, four months for films with female screenwriters to
be completed, and three years, two months for films with male
screenwriters. The same tendency is also evident for directors.
Films with female directors take an average of 138 days longer
to be completed than films with male directors. The gender of
the producer, however, does not appear to affect the length of
time it takes for a film project to be complete.

ONE LOGICAL CONSEQUENCE of the fact that it takes
longer for female filmmakers to make a film, is that fewer
films per female filmmaker are produced over time. This means
that even if there are as many female as male screenwriters
active on the market, there are still fewer films with a female
screenwriter that will reach the audience.
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A CLOSER ANALYSIS of the filmmaking process reveals that
the greatest difference between film projects with male and
female key positions is found in the development phase.
The difference in the time it takes for female key positions
to complete a film can be wholly explained by the longer
time it takes for women from a film being granted its first
development funding to its being granted a Letter of Intent
(LOI), a confirmation of production funding from the Swedish
Film Institute. The subsequent stages do not differ widely
between the genders.

Total time (no. of days) from first development funding to
release of a Swedish feature-length fiction film
From development to LOI
From LOI to production funding
From production
funding to release

579

552
581
554

160

552

537

123

121
153

160

145

655

485

812

464

603

547

Woman

Man

Woman

Man

Woman

Man

Director

Screenwriter

Producer

406

Is the difference in number of days it takes for feature
fiction film projects with female screenwriters to be
completed, compared to projects with male screenwriters.
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Number of granted development funding by key position for male
and female film projects respectively, feature-length fiction film
Woman

3,4

Man
Equal

2,9

2,9
2,4

Director

THE FACT THAT film projects with women in key positions

take longer in the development phase is also evident in the
number of granted development fundings. On average, more
development fundings are granted to films with women in key
positions. This is true whether the film has a woman in the
position of director, screenwriter or producer.

THE GENDER DIFFERENCES in the length of the development

phase are also reflected in the development funding sums
granted. Film projects with women in the key positions receive
on average SEK 500,000 more in total development funding
compared to those with men. The average sum is also higher
among female-led projects: each individual award is SEK
56,000 on average higher than the sum received by male-led
projects. This means that projects by female filmmakers are
granted more development fundings and are granted larger
sums than male filmmakers.

IT IS, HOWEVER, worth noting that development funding
accounts for only a small percentage of a film’s overall budget,
particularly when it comes to projects with a medium or high
budget. Although film projects with women in key positions
receive more development funding, the long development phase
still leaves these filmmakers financially vulnerable. It is generally
in the production phase that the filmmakers receive full compensation in Swedish film production. This means that the long
development phase for women can be financially unfavourable,
despite the higher sums granted for development funding.
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2,3

Screenwriter

2,9

2,3

2,4

Producer

IN THE SWEDISH Film Institute’s interview study for the

Which Women? report, women in the film industry said that
the willingness to invest in female filmmakers is greater in the
development phase than in production, and that the reason for
this is that it does not require as large a financial commitment.
The responses indicate that the long development time is
driven by an unwillingness among financiers to go into
production, rather than this being the preferred situation of
female filmmakers.

500 000
Film projects with women in the key positions receive
on average SEK 500,000 more in total development
funding compared to those with men.

Average development funding sum per film,
feature-length fiction film (SEK)
Woman
Man

1,544,000

1,243,000
1,036,000
857,000

821,000

Director

750,000

Screenwriter

Producer

Average sum per development funding and
film, feature-length fiction film (SEK)
Woman
Man

408,000

385,000
316,000

Director

341,000

341,000

308,000

Screenwriter

Producer
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Total time (no. of days) for a Swedish
feature-length documentary film to be completed
Woman
Man

1 640

1 592

1 584

1 331
1 171

1 166

Director

Screenwriter

Producer

Feature-length
documentary film
THE TIME ASPECT connected to gender for feature-length
documentary film is the opposite of feature-length fiction film.
For all key positions, it takes longer for men to complete than
for women. It takes the longest time for male screenwriters; for
these films it takes 1,592 days, from first development funding
to actual release. This means that it takes an average of four and
a half years, for films with a male screenwriter to be completed.
For films with a female screenwriter it takes an average of three
years and two months for the film to be complete.
LOOKING MORE CLOSELY at where in the process it takes

longer for men than women in documentary film, it is clear that
it is primarily the production phase that is longer for men, i.e.
the time between being granted production funding and the
film’s release.
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PREVIOUS GENDER EQUALITY Reports have shown that
documentary films with male filmmakers have higher budgets
on average (The Money Issue, 2018; Which Women?,
2019/2020). There also turns out to be a clear link between long
production time for documentary films and high budget. Films
with a high budget have a longer production time than films
with a low budget. In other words, this could mean that the
longer time for male-led documentary film projects compared
to female-led can be explained by the fact that more of these
projects are ‘bigger’/more complex productions that require
both more money and more time to complete. The size of
budget does not seem to be as much of a factor when it comes
to the development time for film projects.

Total time (no. of days) from first development funding to
release of Swedish feature-length documentary film

From development to LOI
From LOI to production funding
From production funding
to release

780

713

717

421
334

350

127

185

129

186

705

679

692

690

Woman

Man

Woman

Man

Director

170

151

706

740

Woman

Screenwriter

Man

Producer

Budget in relation to production time,
feature-length documentary film

Production time
Other time

High budget
( >MSEK 4)

874

Average budget
(MSEK 2–4)

824

Low budget
(<MSEK 2)

723

530

468

339
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Link between time
and quality
IT IS EVIDENT that there is a distinct difference between the

THERE IS A large spread in both time and rating index for
Swedish feature-length fiction films released in the past five
years. Quality measured as the rating awarded by critics shows
no clear correlation with the time it takes for a film to be
finished – that is, a longer time does not necessarily mean
higher quality. A certain tendency is, however, evident in that
the films in the shorter time interval for feature-length fiction
film (less than 1,000 days from first development funding to
film release) have a lower average rating compared to the films
in the interval 1,000–2,000 days.

THE SWEDISH FILM INSTITUTE starts from three guiding
principles in its work on quality; topicality, craftsmanship and
originality. The Film Institute assesses quality in the different
phases of a film, from the script to how the finished film is
presented. Measuring quality linked to artistic execution is
difficult. Quality is subjective and individual, and to some
extent is not at all a measurable parameter. The analysis in this
report is based on a simplified definition of quality, based on
scores awarded to a film by professional appraisers; the
Swedish Film Institute calls this the ‘rating index’.

FOR FEATURE-LENGTH DOCUMENTARY film, the rating

genders in the length of time it takes to make a film; for female
directors and screenwriters it takes considerably longer than for
men when it comes to the development phase for feature-length
fiction film. Moreover, the opposite situation seems to be true
for feature-length documentary film, where film projects with
male filmmakers generally take longer in the production phase.
In this chapter, we have looked at whether there is a connection
between the time it takes for a film to be completed, and the
quality of the film.

spread is considerably lower, despite a large spread in time
interval. The documentary films generally maintain a slightly
higher level of average rating compared to feature-length
fiction films.

TO SUM UP, it is evident that this analysis indicates no strong
statistical link between the time it takes to complete a film and
the rating it then receives from professional reviewers.

The Film Institute continuously monitors how released films are received by
critics, and compiles the ratings into a rating index. The rating index is based
on reviews in 15 Swedish sources. The minimum requirement for compiling
an average rating is that the film has been reviewed within a month of release
by at least five sources. Rating on a scale other than 0–5 (5 being the
highest) are converted accordingly.
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Rating index and total time from first development funding
to release for Swedish feature-length fiction film

Rating index

5

2,5

2 000
0

4 000

Days

Rating index and total time from first development funding to
release for Swedish feature-length documentary film

Rating index

5

2,5

2 000
0

4 000

Days
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Drop-off
Along the
Way
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WHILE THE PREVIOUS chapter looked at the time it takes for

filmmakers from first development funding to release, this one
looks more closely at what happens after the first application
for a film project has been received. Which projects drop off
and never become films? Are film projects finished at different
times, depending on whether they are managed by men or
women?

A REVIEW OF earlier research into gender imbalance in the

academic sphere identifies several key areas that are of crucial
importance when it comes to women’s career paths in academia.
The area that was long described as the main explanation
behind the differences was the so-called leaky pipeline, i.e.
women dropping off along their academic career path.
However, a new compilation by the Swedish Research Council
shows that this is not entirely true. Other areas that both
Swedish and international research has repeatedly shown to be
crucial to women’s career paths in academia are professional
attainment and valuation of skills, pay structure and allocation
of research funds.

TO ANALYSE THE drop-off in the film industry, we once again
follow the film’s journey – from first application and first
granted development funding to release – to see whether gender
distribution in the three key positions changes as film projects
drop off during the creation process.

5

About the selection
In this chapter, we start from film projects that applied for
development funding for the first time in 2016 or 2017,
which includes 358 fiction films and 174 documentary
films. The years were chosen so that we can monitor what
has happened to the films subsequently: which have been
granted development funding, which were then granted
production funding and were ultimately released. The
filmmakers who dropped off between these three stages
may either have had their applications rejected, chosen not
to apply, or had not managed to apply after five years. The
type of drop-off for different films is not the main focus of
this chapter, instead the analysis is based on the films that
were granted funding throughout the film’s creation
process – from first development funding application to
release.
In this selection we use the same classifications of key
positions – Director, Screenwriter and Producer – as in the
previous chapter. The ‘Equal’ category comprises only a
small percentage of the total selection and has therefore
been excluded in certain charts to render the results more
accessible.

Swedish Research Council, Hur jämställt är det i högskolan? Kvinnor och
mäns förutsättningar att bedriva forskning (The state of equality in academic
research), Stockholm, 2021 (retrieved 8 October 2021)
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Percentage of women in key positions in applications for development
funding 2016–2020, feature-length fiction film [%]
Director
Screenwriter
Producer

49

55

56
54

52
47
45

44
45

41

44

42
40

39

35

2016

2017

Feature-length
fiction film
WOMEN APPLY FOR development funding to a slightly lesser

extent than men, with some variation between the various key
positions and across years. For all development funding
applications, the Director key function has the lowest proportion
of women with 41 percent, while the corresponding proportion
for Screenwriter is 47 percent and Producer 49 percent. In 2019
the Swedish Film Institute launched an initiative for women
screenwriters, which explains the high percentage of applications
from female screenwriters in that year.
WOMEN COMPRISE A higher percentage of successful

development funding applications than they do in terms of all
applications. This indicates that female filmmakers have a higher
probability on average of having their applications accepted
compared to men. Roughly as many men as women are in the key
positions for the film projects grated development funding in
2016–2020. This figure does not, however, show how large a
proportion of the applications were successful for new film
projects.
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2018

2019

2020

Percentage of women by decision in applications for
development funding 2016–2020, feature-length fiction film
52%

All applications
Successful applications

46%

47%

48%

49%

41%

Director

THE PREVIOUS CHAPTER established that more development
fundings are granted to female filmmakers than to men on
average, which means that granted development funding for
women relates to fewer unique film projects than for men. It is
therefore important to look more closely at the films that apply
for development funding for the first time if we are to measure
gender equality in the new projects taken up in the Film
Institute’s funding system.
LOOKING ONLY AT films that applied for development funding

for the first time in 2016 and 2017, there is a distinct imbalance
in the applications. Women apply for development funding for
the first time to a far lower extent than men. This imbalance is
most distinct among new film projects for directors and
screenwriters: only 35 percent of the applications were for films
with a female director, and 38 percent were for films with a
female screenwriter. As producers women represent 45 percent
of these films, which is a far more equal gender distribution
than for the two other key positions.

Screenwriter

Producer

ROUGHLY TWO-THIRDS (65%) of the films that applied for

development funding for the first time in 2016 and 2017 had
their applications rejected. This constitutes the first drop-off
along the film’s journey from idea to release. The gender
distribution in this drop-off shows that films managed by men
are more likely to have their applications rejected than films
with women in the key positions. This leads to a more equal
gender distribution among the films granted development
funding for the first time: here, women represent 44 percent of
the directors, 42 percent of the screenwriters and 49 percent of
the producers.

FILMS WITH MEN in the key positions are, however, favoured
in the next stage of the process, i.e. production funding. A
considerably larger proportion of these projects have been
granted production funding compared to projects with women
in the key positions. The uneven gender distribution in this
drop-off is most distinct among screenwriters and producers:
while 61 percent of the projects with male screenwriters or
producers drop off, the corresponding percentage drop-off for
women is 80 percent and 78 percent respectively.
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Drop-off analysis for entire funding process, feature-length fiction
films applying for development funding for the first time 2016–2017,
number of films
Woman

168

Man

Directors
90

67

51
22

20

13
Applications

Development funding

12

Production funding

Release

205

Screenwriter
121
64

46

Applications

Development funding

25

23

9

8

Production funding

Release

130

Producers

101

46
45

Applications
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Development funding

18

17

10

9

Production funding

Release

Drop-off analysis for entire funding process, feature-length fiction
films applying for development funding for the first time 2016–2017,
percentage of women [%]

Director
Screenwriter
Producer

49

45

44
42

39

38

38

35

37
36

28
27

Applications

Granted development
funding

Granted production
funding

Release

THE OVERWHELMING MAJORITY of the films granted
production funding go on to be released, regardless of gender
distribution in the film’s key positions. Of the 358 new film
projects among the applications for development funding
2016–2017, 31 films were eventually released (as of October
2021). Looking at the process as a whole, it is clear that women
drop off to a greater extent than men. Only among directors do
we see an increase in the percentage of women from first
application to release. It is noteworthy though that films with
female filmmakers drop off later in the process. On the one
hand this could be interpreted as women filmmakers being
given greater opportunity to explore and develop their film
ideas, but it could also mean that they are tied for longer than
men to projects that do not ultimately result in a film being
made.
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THERE HAS BEEN no more in-depth analysis into why so

many male-managed projects drop off already in the application
phase compared to those run by women. The percentage of
women falls in the next stage, i.e. granted production funding.
This applies especially to projects with female screenwriters
and producers. Projects with female directors are granted
production funding to almost the same extent as they are
granted development funding, and to a greater extent than their
percentage of all applications.
TO EXPLORE WHETHER the same imbalance remains, we

have also studied the situation for film projects that applied for
development funding for the first time in 2020. We cannot of
course follow these films as far into the future to monitor
drop-off, but they do give an idea as to whether the initial
imbalance on first application remains true today. The snapshot
of new film projects among received development funding
applications in 2020 shows a slightly more balanced distribution
as compared to 2016–2017. Among the applications in 2020,
38 percent of the film projects have female directors, 43 percent
female screenwriters and 46 percent female producers – an
average increase of 3 percentage points compared to the gender
distribution three years earlier. Although things are moving in
the right direction, there are still more male-managed new film
projects applying for funding.
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”Although things are moving in the
right direction, there are still more
male-managed new film projects
applying for funding.”

Percentage of women by key position in applications for development
funding 2016–2020, feature-length documentary film [%]

Director
Screenwriter
Producer

54

53
51
51
45

50

52
46

47

46

46

2016

2017

49
45

44

44

2018

2019

2020

Feature-length
documentary film
LOOKING AT OVERALL development funding applications for

documentary film, it is clear that as with feature-length fiction
film, gender equality varies across the years but has relatively
equal gender distribution in the various key positions. All in all,
women comprised 48 percent of the key positions for the 735
applications received in 2016–2020, which is comparable to the
corresponding distribution for feature-length fiction film.

FOCUSING ONLY ON the new film projects among the

development funding applications in 2016 and 2017 produces
a picture similar to that for fiction film: women are underrepresented among directors, screenwriters and producers
(approx. 40% women in all roles).
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Drop-off analysis for entire funding process, feature-length
documentary films applying for development funding for the
first time 2016–2017, number of films
Woman

96

Man

Directors
56
35

25

Applications

Development funding

16

16

14

13

Production funding

Release

81

Screenwriter
50
28

19

Applications

Development funding

14

14

13

12

Production funding

Release

93

Producers
58
35

23

Applications
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Development funding

16

16

14

14

Production funding

Release

Drop-off analysis for entire funding process, feature-length
documentary films applying for development funding for the
first time 2016–2017, percentage of women [%]

Director
Screenwriter
Producer

49
48
47
47

47
45

42
40
39

42
41

38

Applications

Granted development
funding

Granted production
funding

Release

IN THE REST of the funding process, however, a more gender
equal trend is evident than for fiction films. The average
between men and women in the key positions does not change
noticeably when reviewing the new films that had their
applications accepted, although the women’s share has risen
slightly. Before production funding was granted a far higher
proportion of male-managed projects dropped off compared
to the drop-off for female-led projects. This development is
clearest among screenwriters: while 14 out of 28 films (50%)
with a male screenwriter were never granted production
funding, the corresponding drop-off for female screenwriters
is 6 out of 19 films (32%).
ULTIMATELY, THERE IS a more equal gender distribution

among the films that were released. Of the films we monitored
since the first application in 2016–2017, women represent
45 percent of the directors, 48 percent of the screenwriters and
47 percent of the producers for the 32 films that were released.
ALL IN ALL, we can see that the initial imbalance in applications
for new feature-length documentary film projects is compensated
for in the rest of the process, which means the outcome is more
equal between the genders for the documentary films that are
released.
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Summary and
Conclusions
The 2021 Gender Equality Report is a quantitative study that focuses on the process
when a film is made, or not made. The statistics are based on the films that have
applied for funding from the Swedish Film Institute, and the report follows these to see
how long it takes for a film to be finished, and which projects drop off along the way.
The results show that there are large differences between the genders, which in
different ways impact on which films get made, and how long this takes.

It takes considerably longer for feature-length
fiction films with female screenwriters and
directors to be made. This influences the
composition of the films that are released, and
contributes to the unequal gender distribution
among films that are released every year.

The major time thief for female filmmakers in
feature-length fiction film is the development
phase. Female filmmakers are granted higher
sums and more development fundings per film
project. The development fundings are, however,
only a small part of the film’s overall production
budget. The Swedish Film Institute’s previous
Gender Equality Reports indicate difficulties
for women in securing the external financing
necessary to move forward into production,
which is a possible explanation why this phase
takes longer for female filmmakers.
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For feature-length documentary film, it takes
considerably longer for films with male filmmakers
to be finished, compared to women. For these
films, the time difference is mainly in the production
phase. There turns out to be a connection between
the time it takes to produce a documentary film
and its total budget. In other words, this means
that the longer time for male documentary film
projects compared to female could be explained
by the fact that more of these projects are
‘bigger’/more complex productions that require
both more money and more time to complete.

There is no clear link between the time it takes
to complete a film project and the film’s reviews
by critics. We cannot therefore state that it is
favourable to the film’s quality that it takes so
much longer for female filmmakers to complete
their feature-length fiction films.

Looking at the process as a whole, it is clear that
women drop off to a greater extent than men for
feature-length fiction film. Only among directors
do we see an increase in the percentage of
women from first application to release. It is
noteworthy though that films with female filmmakers
drop off later in the process. On the one hand
this could be interpreted as women filmmakers
being given greater opportunity to explore and
develop their film ideas, but it could also mean
that they are tied for longer than men to projects
that do not ultimately result in a film being made.

The application statistics indicate that there
are far more men than women applying for first
development funding for films. This applies both
to feature-length fiction film and feature-length
documentary film. For feature-length documentary
film, however, the initial imbalance evens out
during the process, while it largely remains for
feature-length fiction film. A snapshot of applications
in 2020 shows that the proportion of women
applying for funding for new projects has increased
slightly in recent years, but that there are still
more male filmmakers applying for funding for
new film projects.
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The objectives of the national film policy:

1 2 3 4

The development and
production of valuable
Swedish film occurs
continuously and in different
parts of the country.

More and more people see
valuable films that are
disseminated and presented in
various viewing forms
throughout the country.

Swedish film heritage is
preserved, used and
developed.

Children and young people
have good knowledge of film
and moving images and are
given opportunities to create
their own.

Gender equality and diversity
characterise the field of film.

Film helps to strengthen
freedom of expression and
public discourse.

5 6 7

Swedish film is increasingly
disseminated abroad, and
qualified international exchange
and collaboration takes place in
the film field.

The road ahead
THIS REPORT FOCUSES on time as one aspect of inequality.
We will not be able to change the range of films on offer,
without being aware of how the time factor has an impact. One
aspect that should be highlighted is that female filmmakers are
longer in the phase of film production that is more vulnerable,
namely the development phase. A longer development time
entails financial vulnerability and risk; only when a decision
has been made to produce is a film’s financing secured and the
project has access to external funds. One possible explanation
as to why it takes so much longer for women in the development
phase is that it is harder for them to find financing. We can also
see that it is in the very transition from development to
production that many projects with female filmmakers drop off,
something that could also be associated with the opportunities
to find external financing; i.e. that it is more difficult for
female-led projects to find financing, which means it takes
more time for the ones that do succeed, while it could also
explain why so many female projects drop off in this stage of
the process.
THE FILM INDUSTRY is a part of the society we live in, and

these structures are not unique. As mentioned previously in the
report, there is research in the fields of venture capital and
academia that points to structural inequalities between women
and men when it comes to access to financing. Also in the
report, we have identified an initial threshold for women as
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regards submitting a first application something that is also
evident in research in other fields, and also affects which films
eventually reach an audience.
THE SWEDISH FILM INSTITUTE has a remit to work for
equality and diversity in the sphere of film, and part of its
vision is that “Swedish Film shall have high quality and display
such a diversity of stories that it concerns everyone”. One
condition for achieving this vision is that skills and talent
should be harnessed on equal terms. This report has shown that
there are differences between male and female filmmakers’
processes which put us at risk of losing new perspectives and
narratives. The Film Institute has an opportunity to drive
change in the areas where we have an influence, and this report
is just one piece in revealing the structures that are in place
when a film is made. Knowledge is a key aspect here, as well as
spreading this knowledge both internally at the Film Institute
and to the film industry in general. The report will provide
material for continued discussion as to why the situation is so
different for women and men, what changes are needed and
how they can be implemented. It is our hope that by revealing
the structures that are in place, we can work together for change
in the film industry.
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